






FUNCTIONALITY
UNCOMMONLY
VERSATILE
WORKPLACE
STORAGE
SYSTEM



To enhance workplace performance, the range of versatile storage system 
keeps work materials at hand. With ERSA steel cabinets, the choices keep 
coming. Models include mobile pedestal, free standing book shelf cabinet, 
and lateral filing cabinet. Add it all up, and you have a very complete array 
of storage system to meet any functional and design requirement. ERSA 
offers attractive combinations of choice and quality at a cost conscious 
price. Ideal for holding files and documents, ERSA can be positioned under 
the work surface for  handy ind iv idua l  s torage ,  or  p laced outs ide 
workstations for archival or shared storage.



INTEGRABILITY
THE EARTH
FRIENDLY
STORAGE
SYSTEM



Choose from variety of height and finishes to create a pedestal that’s just 
perfectly fit right under the work surface or match adjacent furniture with 
a choice of colors and melamine finish front. Pedestals and environmental 
cabinets integrate into al l  k inds of work environments,  whether in 
individual workstations, team spaces or private offices. ERSA keeps 
frequently accessed items easily accessible. Wherever they are used, 
ERSA fits right in because it complements any environment or design.



HANDLE

TYPE ITYPE I TYPE ETYPE T TYPE U 

VARIETY
MULTIPLE
FINISHES



MC
Cherry
Oak

MC
Cherry
Oak

TOPPER MELAMINE

POWDER COATED STEEL 

POWDER COATED STEEL 

MELAMINE

Storage cases, book cases and storage cabinets complement the work 
environment in both appearance and dimension. The range of finishes, 
heights and functionalities let them match the height of other furniture 
and system components. With choice of standard paint colors and several 
pull styles and more options of wood front can be specified to blend in any 
environment. ERSA can be an integral part of your workplace.

*Colors shown may differ slightly from actual product.

MK
Strom
Black

ME
Charcoal

MS
Glacier

MW 
Ice
White



ADAPTABILITY
INTERVENTION
INTERCHANGEABILITY



When you have many kinds of media to deal with, along with individual storage, 
you want products that can efficiently handle them all. ERSA storage cases, 
book cases and storage cabinets have the capacity and option to do the job.



SLIM
EDGE
Allow ERSA to play a starring role in the performance and 
design of your workplace, its modularity and slim edge 
open up virtually endless possibilities and never anchor 
you to an old configuration. With choice of modules and 
finishes, ERSA’s performance and appearance are provided 
exactly as needed for individual, group and workplace.



KNOCKDOWN
SYSTEM
A well designed connector allows ERSA to ease packing and 
transportation system. ERSA features strong and durable 
steel construction. These ensure the quality and long term 
performance and value of our products.







03 :
DRAWER
Every drawer has full extension, 
steel ball bearing slide as a standard.

02 :
HINGED DOOR
Hinged door with self-closed 
mechanism open to 110 degrees and 
are available in choice of finishes. 
Key-alike system is also specifiable.

01 :
OPEN SHELF
All freestanding and mobile bookcases
have steel shelves adjustable in 32mm.
increments for various heights of books 
and binders.

CATEGORIZING



05 :
HORIZONTAL
TAMBOUR DOOR
When space is constrained, but lockable 
storage is needed. Tambour door is the 
solution, rolled back inside the cabinet 
and allow space to be fully utilized. 

06 :
PULL-OUT CABINET
Pull-out cabinet allows user to easily access 
the number of vertical files. Vertical U-type 
handle is designed for better access with 
our standard locking mechanism.

04 :
VERTICAL
TAMBOUR DOOR
When space is constrained, but lockable 
storage is needed. Tambour door is the 
solution, rolled back inside the cabinet 
and allow space to be fully utilized. 



BOOK DIVIDER
It is made from 0.7mm. powder coated steel. 
To keep books and folders organized. Two 
color options are available, pearl silver and 
arabica black.

SEAT CUSHION
It is made from 40mm. thick foam jacketed 
with vinyl. To expand the function of pedestal, 
the top cushion can be placed on top of it and 
change it to a temporary seating. It is available 
in two colors, ivory white and black.

SKIRTING
Four adjustable floor glides provide up to 8mm. 
of height adjustment, simplifying leveling on 
uneven floor surfaces. An optional skirting to 
match cabinet can be specified to provide clean 
and neat at the bottom.

ADDITIONAL
SUPPORT
WHEEL
With additional support wheel, it ensures
the stability of pedestal while allows you
to fully access the bottom drawer.

SPECIAL DETAIL



FILING
CABINET
ERSA
OFFERS
440mm.
DEEP
FRONT
TO 
BACK
FILING
DRAWERS.
More quiet and smooth sliding from double ball
bearing system, also allows fully access the drawers.















SIDE-2-SIDE
UTMOST SPACE
UTILIZATION IN
AN INGENIOUS WAY



By applying the wheel track set with the ERSA cabinets and place it in front of 
current static cabinets, an unproductive space can be changed to the storage 
capacity. Up to 88% storage capacity is increased. Comparing to the 
traditional layout with the new SIDE-2-SIDE system, re-layout will make an 
additional 43% of floor space for working area or storage area is gained.



Traditional cabinet system

SIDE-2-SIDE system
About 88% or ⅞ storage capacity is created. Traditional cabinet system—space usage: 17.6 sq.m.

SIDE-2-SIDE system—space usage: 9.99 sq.m.



FEATURES

03 :
SIDE-2-SIDE system is designed to be 
a multi-user system that users can utilize it 
by two or more users simultaneously. 
In addition, speedy access to documents or 
objects, in the front row, can be reach easier 
than conventional heavy-duty mobile storage 
system. By sliding aside the mobile cabinets 
in front row, the static cabinet at the back row 
can be reach.

02 :
Small interval between front and back row
offer better ergonomic posture while user
accesses the back row cabinet.

01 :
To prevent injury cause from stumble and
tumble over the track, supporting foundation
between tracks is provided.








